UPPERSTAGE MACHINERY

POWERED FLYING WINCHES

CM Flying Winches
Compact design
Unlimited installation possibilities

Accurately designed to achieve compactness, simple implementation
and safe maintainability, CM theatre winches are extremely adaptable
and represent the easiest and most frequent choice being possible to
mount them in any position and ensuring trouble-free installations in
new facilities and renovations.
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SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
AS A STANDARD

CM Flying Winches
CM powered winches consist of a fixed chassis and of a winding unit. All the
ropes are collected off the drum and diverted to a header sheave in a zero
fleet angle configuration, achieved with a set of internal sheaves properly
arranged on a carriage that can slide as the drum rotates thanks to a groove
pitch compensation system.

CM theatre winches are developed and manufactured
according to the European standards and the international
guidelines for stage engineering and machinery (DIN 56950,
FEM 9.756, CWA15902, etc…).
High safety factors and reliability Faults are excluded by
applying large safety factors as a standard rule. Moreover,
each single component is chosen and designed to perform a
working life of 1600 hours at full load and full speed.
Double-brake CM winches are always equipped with two
independent brakes, each able to safely stop the load,
precluding unintentional hazardous movements.
Double limit switches CM winches are provided with an
easy accessible set of 4 switches, for integration in separate
and redundant travel limit circuits.
Keeper rollers Each rope is kept in its intended groove in
the drum by means of spring-loaded keeper rollers,
polyethylene or polyurethane coated, easy adjustable by
simply turning a screw.
Low-maintenance Almost all components are lubricated
for life or are self-lubricating, ensuring in any case
low-maintenance, reliability and no need of replacements.
Low-noise CM winches features constructive solutions and
components ensuring extremely silent operations.

CUSTOMIZABLE FEATURES

CONFIGURED TO MEET ANY SPECIFICATION
CM theatre winches are applicable to a wide range of applications and are
suitable for small community theatres up to large opera houses.
All CM winches are essentially configured around 5 basic sizes allowing to
meet or exceed any required performance.
They can be suitable to lift pieces of scenery weighting less than 200 kg or
more than 2000 kg, with speeds ranging from around 0.1 m/s, for fixed speed
applications, up to more than 2 m/s for quick scene changes or spectacular
effects. Travel can be just a few meters or up to more than 40 m and they can
be used as point or multi-line hoists since they can accommodate one or
more ropes.

Double-brake Depending on the application, brakes can be
both in the motor side or one in the motor side and one in
the drum side for maximum safety.
Load sensor The applied load is continuously monitored by
a load cell, ensuring immediate overload and underload
detection and reducing the probability of accidents. For
interfacing with entry-level control systems, a
electromechanical load limiter is also available.
Cross-groove detection Two microswitches, triggered by
the keeper rollers, allow to stop the winch should the wire
rope come out of its groove.
Encoders Depending on the control system, load speed and
position can be measured by incremental and absolute
encoders. Encoders can be installed in opposite positions so
that the cross-checking of the two signals allows to monitor
the integrity of the whole drive system.
Slack rope detector Slack condition of the wire ropes is
detected by a slack rope detector, usually installed remote
from the winch.

KEY ADVANTAGES OF THE CM WINCHES
The winch is compact and slim, well fitting in narrow spaces and mountable in
any position thanks to the incorporated zero fleet angle technology.
All devices can be checked and adjusted from the top side of the winch and
most of them are in the motor side.
The area surrounding the winch is safer: the drum is only rotating, shifting
components are within the winch, in a more restricted area, reducing the risk
of crushing for the technicians working around.

Cover Depending on the general installation conditions, CM
winches can be provided with a cover which can be in a noise
reducing version.

CONTROL OPTIONS
CM theatre winches can be configured to be used with entrylevel push button solutions up to top-level control systems.

The load measurement system is absolutely precise and free from any noise:
the load cell is installed in the header sheave or away from the winch,
positions not influenced by the drive operation.
Drum side brake can be installed opposite to the gearbox side, achieving the
really safest drive configuration.
Configuration example:

CM250 - long version L - 3 kW power
WLL 500 kg at 0.5 m/s - 1.5 m/s2 maximum acceleration
4 steel wire ropes, Ø6 mm
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